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Abstract
Urban growth is a spatial dynamic phenomenon that indicates population growth, economic expansion, city importance level, and so on. The use of current and historical data in urbanization analysis is necessary in urban spatial studies and future urban planning. This research aims to study, examine, and assess the urban expansion of Tripoli spatially and temporally by using remotely sensed data, geographic information systems (GIS), and the statistical relative Shannon entropy model. Remotely sensed data (four satellite images from 1984, 1996, 2002, and 2010) and GIS were used to determine the extent of urban area and urban growth in Tripoli in five different directions. Shannon's entropy model was implemented to analyze and assess urban expansion trends as a process and pattern in the study area. Results show that the Tripoli metropolitan area has a high level of sprawl along its urban expansion history. The hypothesis employed for Shannon's entropy zone division produces good insights on overall urban growth, urban growth direction, and specific urban growth over time. The obtained results provide good guidance for modeling urban sprawl processes, understanding urbanization causative factors, and predicting future urban patterns. Furthermore, the findings of current paper can be used by decision makers and urban planners to identify past and present urban expansions tendencies to prepare for future urban demands.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rapid urbanization has been recorded in developing countries during the last century, thus providing an indication of increasing urban issues and environmental problems in such areas (Angel et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2007). The rapid economic development of various developing countries has caused noticeable changes in urban landscapes (Yeh, Xia, 2001). Urbanization progression is considered the most prominent driver of land cover change in the history of human civilization (Deka et al., 2010; Weng, 2001). Uncontrolled population growth causes uncontrolled urban sprawl, which leads to serious problems such as food insufficiency, illegal settlements, environmental pollution, environmental deterioration, occupation of fertile farming lands, forest destruction, reduction of surface water bodies, and permanent changes in land cover (Al-sharif et al., 2013a; Benfield et al., 1999; Grimm et al., 2000; Hedblom and Söderström, 2008; Maktav et al., 2005; Pathan et al., 1991; Weng et al., 2007). Information on the amount and process of urban expansion is important for conducting land and water resource management, facility allocation, urban planning, and so on. Urban sprawl assessment, prediction, and monitoring represent the necessary information for urban development plans. Urban planners require handy tools to achieve smart and balanced growth, examine and understand current land-use status, and measure future requirements (Alpopi et al., 2011; Baptista de Silva, et al., 2012; Huang, et al., 2009; Jat, et al., 2008; Wang and Mountrakis, 2010). Sandhya and Joshi (2013) reported that studying and analyzing changes and monitoring different time series are difficult by using traditional techniques of surveying. However, remote sensing systems are practical tools for collecting data in a quick and cost effective manner. In urban studies, analyzing and understanding the behavior of spatiotemporal changes in urban expansions and patterns are needed. The urbanization process can be analyzed by using geographic information systems (GIS), remote sensing, and the ground information of the study area (Al-shalabi, et al., 2013a, b; Al-sharif and Pradhan, 2014a, 2014b). Furthermore, detecting and mapping forms of urban sprawl patterns on landscapes can be achieved efficiently by using the aforementioned approaches (Barnes, et al., 2001; Bhatta, 2009; Sui, 1998). However, researchers have reported that urban sprawl lacks a specific definition (Bhatta, et al., 2010b). Nonetheless, urban sprawl can be defined simply as the quantity of urbanized area and the amount of its dispersal in the study area landscape.

Thus, areas with impervious surfaces increase in urban sprawl and the further spreading of impervious surfaces corresponds to higher intensity sprawl (Jaeger, et al., 2010). The definition of urban sprawl can be used to describe and explain both situations, that is, the process (the change of urban sprawl in a landscape) and pattern (the amount of urban sprawl in a landscape) (Sarvestani, et al., 2011). Several
measures and factors are used to identify and quantify urban sprawl, although many of these measures exhibit several limitations (Bhatta, et al., 2010b; Ramachandra, et al., 2013). Shannon’s entropy was used for several statistical data analyses. Shannon’s entropy technique can verify and identify the disparity of urban sprawl and urban areas (Alabi, 2009; Kumar, et al., 2007; Lata et al., 2001; Li and Yeh, 2004; Sudhira, et al., 2004; Yeh and Xia, 2001).

The aforementioned model is commonly used in urban geographic studies. Nevertheless, all former urban research have illustrated Shannon's entropy method in different spatial zones divisions either to analyze the urban patterns (Yeh and Xia, 2001) or to identify the urban sprawl of a specific area for a specific period (Kumar, et al., 2007). However, entropy divisions have not considered sprawl direction, sprawl variation, and distance to central business districts (CBDs).

The objective of this research is to study and examine the urban sprawl of Tripoli spatially and temporally by using remotely sensed data, GIS, and statistical relative Shannon entropy model. In this work, the satellite imageries of four periods (1984, 1996, 2002, and 2010) were used to identify the land-use class of urbanized regions in the study area. This work investigated urban sprawl patterns in Tripoli by using Shannon’s entropy method and described the past urban growth conditions of the city. The study area was located in a region that has undiscovered and unstudied urban behavior. The zone divisions employed in this study differ from existing procedures to assess urban growth in different directions, identify urban growth variations, and determine urban sprawl in specific zone.

2. STUDY AREA

Tripoli is the political, financial, and commercial center of Libya. Tripoli is over a thousand years old and is located along the Mediterranean coast in the northwestern part of Libya between latitudes 32° 36' 18" N and 32° 54' 17" N and longitudes 12° 54' 04 " E and 13° 26' 38" E (Figure 1). Tripoli covers an area of approximately 1143.73km² with a population of more than 1.3 million individuals.

The Tripoli metropolitan area has become increasingly active economically, particularly in last decade after the lifting of international sanctions. Despite the presence of governmental urban plans, urban growth and development have been spontaneous, uncontrolled, and haphazard.

The implementation of urban plans is affected by corruption, political situations, and economic conditions; thus, urban expansion mainly depends on social trends regardless of the urban plans of the government.
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Figure 1 - Area of study.
3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Four satellite imageries were used in this study (Table 1). The 2002 Landsat satellite images and SPOT 5 image were obtained from Biruni Remote Sensing Centre, Libya. The 2010 SPOT 5 image was obtained from the Libyan Centre for Remote Sensing and Space Science. Unfortunately, the available data in Libya is limited and we did not have any access to imageries for equal periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor type</th>
<th>Acquisition year</th>
<th>Spatial resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LANDSAT– TM</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>30m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSAT– TM</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>30m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPOT 5</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>2.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPOT 5</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>5m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many techniques have been developed to analyze, process, and extract information from remotely sensed data. The specific algorithms or methods to be employed depend on the purposes of the study. ARC/INFO GIS software package was used for image processing, classified land-use map generation, spatial analysis, and map preparation. The imageries were collected as standard products that are radiometrically and geometrically corrected. The image overlay has a low accuracy because the standards used by image supplying agencies are different. To resolve this problem, imageries were rectified and georeferenced during the pre-processing step to achieve high overlay accuracy. In this study, the used images have different spatial resolutions. A simple approach that can be used to fix this difficulty is the resampling of imageries that have high resolutions to match imageries with low resolutions. However, the resampling process will decrease the spatial detail. Thus, the pixel sizes of the imageries were unchanged to avoid probable changes in the precision of the classification process with various radiometric spectral and spatial resolutions. A maximum likelihood supervised classification method was then executed to the imageries at the classification process phase. However, this work focuses only on urban expansion; thus, the classification process was performed by considering two important classes only: non-urban areas and urban areas that are considered sufficient (Bhatta, 2009).

Thereafter, the central point of Tripoli that matches the CBD and represents the starting point of the urbanization process in the study area history was determined. Consequently, 51 vector map zones of the study area were used to clip classified imageries and to divide the imageries into 51 zones (Figure 2). The urban growth and area for all zones and for every temporal point were calculated with the zone border by multiplying the pixel size with the pixel quantity in every particular zone.

However, different zone divisions were applied to calculate the entropy. Sudhira et al. (2004) used buffer zones about city centers and roads, which are considered important factors in the study and measurement of urban growth. Bhatta, et al., (2010a) used different approaches to analyze the patterns...
and processes of urban growth by dividing the study area into eight zones (pie sections) to represent eight directions. Fan, et al., (2009) used two designed transects along the urban expansion axes of the study area. The most used zone division is based on administrative divisions and its boundaries (Bhatta, 2009; Punia and Singh, 2012; Yue, et al., 2013) or circular buffer zones about the center of the study area (Araya and Cabral, 2010; Sarvestani, et al., 2011). The model used in this research (relative Shannon's entropy) is unrestricted by the number of divisions used and has high flexibility on how the study area is considered or divided (Bhatta, et al., 2010a). The approach used in this research involves the division of the study area into five pie sections to consider and assess the urban sprawl direction. To consider the effect of distance from the CBD and determine the sprawl in each zone, the five sections need to be further subdivided (Figure 2). This approach will provide further detail on the urban growth process and its patterns in the whole study area and for each particular zone at different times.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

4.1. Urbanized area and urban growth

The satellite images were classified into two classes: non-built up and built-up area for the four temporal dates. Subsequently, the classified imageries were abstracted and simplified for visualizing the urban extents (Figure 3). The classified maps were assessed by using the confusion matrix method. The accuracy assessment of real ground reference polygons were compared with the classified output.
maps. Overall accuracy values of 91%, 93.2, 95.7%, 94% and kappa coefficients values of 0.89, 0.93, 0.94, and 0.93 were achieved for classified maps in 1984, 1996, 2002, and 2010, respectively. Figure 3 shows that the urban expansion of Tripoli has different signatures. The built-up areas in some zones are dense, whereas other zones have wide-open spaces between urbanized areas. Moreover, the edges between the non-urban and urban areas are clear in some regions, whereas the two classes are close to each other in other areas. Furthermore, the spatial patterns of the urbanization process of every zone changes with the period with various behavioral types. The infill of the non-built-up areas between previously urbanized areas can be seen, thus leading to increased compactness level. The classified imageries show that the study area is growing in dispersed mode. However, quantitative measures that summarize the urban growth properties of study area are required to illustrate the different urban patterns clearly, compare zones, and analyze the transformation of urban patterns over time.

Figure 4 shows the amount of built-up area for the whole study area for each temporal point and directly demonstrates the status of urban areas in the study area. Column graphs of built-up area growth in each zone are illustrated in Figure 5. These graphs are helpful for identifying built-up areas that change in each zone specifically. Figures 3, 4, and 5 provide clear basic information about the built-up areas in Tripoli and the changes of these areas over time in different zones and directions. The expansion rate of urbanized areas increases dramatically along the study area history, particularly in the last decade, wherein Tripoli had a high urban expansion ratio. These findings reflect the overall rapid increment of urban expansion; therefore, the study area needs further analysis.
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Figure 4 - Overall built-up area in different years in (km²).
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Figure 5 - Built up area in each zone in different years in (km²); (a) Zones within 1st direction growth; (b) Zones within 2nd direction growth; (c) Zones within 3rd direction growth; (d) Zones within 4th direction growth; (e) Zones within 5th direction growth.
4.2. Shannon’s entropy of urban expansion

In this step, the relative Shannon entropy technique was used. This technique is widely used to study urban sprawl phenomena. As a good measure of spatial dispersion or concentration, Shannon’s entropy model can be used to analyze and assess any geographical variable. This technique is able to reveal the configuration and orientation of spatial patterns and can analyze spatial variables within a GIS (Kumar, et al., 2007; Sudhira, et al., 2004; Yeh and Xia, 2001; Devkota, et al., 2012; Pourghasemi, et al., 2012).

The level of urban sprawl is recognized by the entropy value. The relative entropy value starts from zero to one. A zero value denotes the compact distribution of urban areas, whereas values near one indicate the dispersed distribution of urban areas. Thus, higher entropy values indicate higher sprawl occurrences. In this work, the relative Shannon entropy values were calculated by using following equation:

\[ H_n = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} P_i \log \left( \frac{1}{P_i} \right)}{\log(n)}, \]

Where \( P_i \) is the probability or the percentage of the variable occurring within zone \( i \) (i.e., percentage of urban area in the \( i \)th zone determined by the urban area in the \( i \)th zone/zone area), and \( n = \) total zones number (i.e., 51).

Table 2 around here

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1984</th>
<th>1996</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entropy (( H_n ))</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 demonstrates that the overall values of the relative entropy in different years are larger than the halfway point, that is, 0.5. Thus, we can confidently say that the urban expansion in Tripoli is sprawling. Moreover, the sprawling trend is increasing. These findings are strong and clear evidence that the general urban growth process requires a clear urban planning policy.

To understand and assess the urban sprawl process in every zone within each direction along the study area history (from 1984 until 2010), the calculated values of relative entropy in older dates are subtracted from relative entropy values in newer dates in each zone. Higher positive values reflect higher urban sprawl rates and more dispersed urban growth. Higher negative values indicate lower urban sprawl rates and higher compactness levels in zones or crowded urban areas.
Figure 6 depicts the variation of relative entropy and spatiotemporal urban sprawl behavior in the study area. Figure 6 shows that the change rate values of relative entropy within the 1st direction have negative values in Zones 1, 2, 3, and 4 in all three periods. However, the situation changes in Zone 5 to Zone 11; these zones have a positive change rate of entropy values (i.e., sprawl increase). The highest increase rate of sprawl is clear between 2002 and 2010, particularly from Zone 5 to Zone 8. In the 2nd direction, one can note that Zones 12, 13, and 14 become increasingly compact. The rest of the zones within the 2nd direction have increased rate of sprawl in all times. Furthermore, the dramatic increase of sprawl is recorded in Zones 15, 16, and 17. However, for the 3rd direction the findings demonstrate that Zones 22 and 23 will become more compact with increasing time. Other 3rd direction zones have almost similar sprawl increase rates from 1996 to 2002. However, Zones 24, 25, 26, and 27 face significant sprawl increase from 2002 to 2010. The urban sprawl in the fourth direction exhibits almost similar trends that occur in the second and third directions. However, from 1984 to 1996, the largest entropy value occurred in the 34th, 35th, and 36th zones and then decreased gradually by moving away from the CBD. Nonetheless, the sprawl tendency in the 5th direction recorded different behavior history compared with the other four directions. The urban sprawl rate was the greatest from 1984 to 1996 in all zones within the 5th direction, except the 44th zone, which is adjacent to the CBD. Nevertheless, the rate of sprawl decreased obviously and became low in Zone 47 to Zone 51 from 1996 to 2002. Thereafter, the change rate of the entropy value increases again from 2002 but is still lower than the values recorded from 1984 to 1996. The general urban sprawl trend in the whole study area is quite similar. However, the results of analysis illustrate that CBD adjacent zones have the lowest relative entropy change rate; particularly from 2002 to 2010. These findings reflect the high compactness of urban zones. The urban sprawl rate increases with increasing distance from the CBD. The sprawl increase rate becomes extreme in zones that include urban fringes. Thereafter, the sprawl decreases and becomes low in zones that are near the study area border. The effect of the direction of the urban sprawl process in Tripoli differs slightly in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th directions. Only the 5th direction showed different fluctuating sprawl changes; the sprawl was the highest from 1984 to 1996 and decreased to become the lowest from 1996 to 2002. Thereafter, the sprawl jumped again from 2002 to 2010 but still less than the sprawl from 1984 to 1996. The results show that the study area experiences general urban sprawl trends in the majority of directions and zones. However, these recorded urban sprawls are different and influenced by sprawl direction and distance from CBD. This research finding shows that the relative Shannon entropy model can be implemented to investigate the sprawl of urbanization phenomenon in Tripoli. Furthermore, the results demonstrate the relations between urban sprawl and its direction, as well as the distance from CBD in different periods, thus providing clear and specific spatiotemporal sprawl descriptions.
The study area was divided into 51 zones because urban growth had dissimilar patterns in all directions. Furthermore, the study area is bordered by sea in north direction. The study area was divided in both circular (incomplete circles) and pie sections zones. This division approach increases the number of zones and would provide an improved insight into the urban expansion of the study area. The division method considers the effect of the distance to the CBD from each zone and urban growth direction; this approach is preferred by urban planners and decision makers. Moreover, the distance to the CBD is a significant factor because the density of urbanized area changes with this distance. The level of sprawl in each zone is different from other zones. Furthermore, the sprawl varies within each direction, thus leading to different patterns of urban growth. Hence, different policies are needed to address different
patterns in each particular area effectively. More zones leads to more details, thus resulting in reliable results. The method applied in this research is based on the built-up area density in every zone. However, the extent of areas existing for urban expansion in each zone is different. Thus, the proportion of urbanized areas in a zone should be used by eliminating restricted and non-developable areas. Nevertheless, the non-developable areas are neglected because these areas are small compared with the overall study area. The results show that the relative Shannon entropy measure is a powerful tool approach for assessing urban growth (as process and as pattern) in different analysis levels (periods, zones, and direction). In this study, the simple approach was used to study the urban sprawl. The simple approach is handy in many instances, particularly in developing countries that have unplanned growth and lack data. Furthermore, planners or decision makers prefer simple diagnostic techniques that necessitate minimum data input. Hence, the simple method will be useful in terms of its simple process of extracting past data from remotely sensed data and in terms of the statistical method applied. In summary, this research used remotely sensed data and GIS to analyze the urban expansion process and its patterns in Tripoli, Libya, by using the relative Shannon entropy statistical model. The results of analysis provide many figures for understanding and assessing the urban sprawl and urban growth in Tripoli. The results also confirm that the use of the model, remotely sensed data, and GIS is practical for identifying urban growth/sprawl patterns and their general trends. The analysis shows that the urban growth of Tripoli is sprawling in the three periods. This finding indicates that the situation will become worse over time. The different hypothesis used for zone division results in good insights for understanding overall urban growth, urban growth direction, and specific urban growth. Finally, this study presents an exhaustive assessment of urban sprawl status for the studied area. The obtained results can be used by decision makers and planners to recognize the present and past urban expansion to prepare and plan for future urban demands.
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